
来自马来西亚有机沉香茶 

Organic Agarwood Tea From Malaysia 

100% 有机沉香茶 
Pure Organic Agarwood Tea 
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About Westwood Group 
Company Introduction: 
Westwood Group was founded in year 2009. We focus on eco-friendly 
agarwood plantation . Through our expansion in Asia , we are able to 
increase the value of our corporate assets and shareholders return.  
 
Our Mission : 
Westwood Group, We committed to build a better world for our next 
generation.  
 
Our Value: 
As an individual or company , we attach great importance to integrity . 
Be loyal and respectful to each other, for customers, partners , 
shareholders and employees , we have the responsibility to provide 
the best products and services from time to time. 
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About Agarwood 
Agarwood is precious in resin or fat formed in Agarwood tree is also known as 
“Oud” or “Agar”.When Agarwood tree will protect itself after an injury or fungal 
infection and secrete oil as an antibody and restore it. 

Agarwood tree is able to grow rapidly in the tropics and is suitable for growth in a 
variety of soils, including sandy soils.  

There is at least  15 kinds of Agarwood trees can produce high-quality resin 
“malaccensis “ Agarwood tree and mainly grow in Malaysia and Indonesia.  
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Westwood Group Has a long-term supply of more than 300,000 organic Agarwood 
trees.  
 

In terms of selecting fertilizers , Westwood Group strongly supports organic fertilizers . 
Although the price of chemical fertilizers , the use of organic fertilizers without chemical 
components and gradually reduce the use if fossil fuels , so it will not damage the 
environment ( such as Eutrophication of water ), and it will retain the original minerals of 
the soil . Of course , everybody also can use our company’s Agarwood products with 
confidence. 
 

Organic Agarwood Tea is made by using the leaves of Agarwood tree . It is made using 
then latest technology . No caffeine , preservative and additives , no artificial colors. 
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Have you met any problem below ? 
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Constipation 

Hormonal problem 

Stress 

Easy to age ( Body getting Weaker) 

  Asthma  

Lack of Sleep 

Gluttony 

Blood pressure , diabetes, blood 
lipids , uric acid 



Product name：Agarwood Tea 
Ingredients     ：Agarwood leaves 
Specification  ：30 small tea packaging 
         （1500mg Small packaging）  
Grade               ：Natural organic agarwood 
Origin               ：Malaysia 
Shelfed            ：24 Months 
Storage method :   Moisture proof , 
                                 ventilated, dry, cool place 
Taste                 :  Clear and translucent and 
             smooth, the taste of the 
             agarwood slowly spread out 
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to foam 

Fragrant Convenient Taste 
good 



Agarwood Tea is used to treat chronic diseases . Long term drinking can not only cultivate self-

cultivation , enhance physical fitness , but also prevent disease and anti aging . It is a rare eco friendly 
drink . Scientists have also found that agarwood leaves contain more active ingredients. 
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effect 

Improve  
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Witness 1 – Diabetes patient 

Witness 2 – Decrease in uric acid index 

(It helps…..) 
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Helps burn fat 

Helps anti-aging Conditioning Hormones 

Able to stop smoking and sober up  

Helps to sleep well Helps relaxing body 



Marketing Plan 
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Login 
Website 

Purchase 
one 

Agarwood 
tea RM58 

Delivered 
or 

Self-
Collect 

After 3 
years we 

will refund 
RM58 only 

100% FREE!! 
Its that easy!!! 
No any other terms! 
Everybody can purchase 

Never try once, your fault Only try once , our fault 

West Malaysia = RM10               East Malaysia = RM15              Postage 



1. First log on to our website 
2. Register first and become our member 
3. Please select how many packs you want to purchase 
4. Please choose the following payment method below 
       A.  Cash Deposit Bank In 
             Bank Name            : RHB Bank 
             Account  Name     : Westwood Marketing (M) Sdn Bhd 
             Account Number  : 21412900268002  
 

       B.  Online Banking (Instant Transfer) 
             Bank Name            : RHB Bank 
             Account  Name     : Westwood Marketing (M) Sdn Bhd 
             Account Number  : 21412900268002  
5.   Send the receipt to this following number 
       Tel : 010-2259198 (WhatsApp or Wechat) 
       Email :  admin@westwood2u.com 
 

Transaction completed !  
Please wait and the company will arrange the package for u. 

 How to Buy? 
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Still Not Buying ? 
 

What are you waiting for！ 
 

Logon to our Website Now！ 
 

Register and purchase the 
Agarwood Tea Now！ 
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